
Assistance Teacher of Primary and Secondary School

in Togo, hosted by ASTOVOT Togo

Theme: North-South solidarity
Location Kloto and Agou
Duration: Volunteer should stay for min 2 months. Project

is open from September to December - January to
June

Application: Decision within 2 weeks after application form is
sent to us.

Vacancies 5
Languages:
# Project: French
# Local: French

If you are interested in taking part in this project, or if you would like to get
more information about becoming a long term volunteer, please contact your lo-
cal SCI organisation. You can search for the contact information here: http:

//www.sciint.org/contact-us/local-sci-branch-or-partner

Project Description:
There is a significant shortage of teachers in schools. Volunteers provide effective
assistance to pupils in their studies by assisting teachers during lessons, giving
support classes, etc. The children will be made aware of behaviours that are
detrimental or beneficial to their health, become aware of the limits of their
body and adopt a healthy lifestyle. The volunteers will support the pupils in
mathematics and physical sciences, languages, drawing, music and sports. In the
kindergarten (2-5 years old), volunteers will assist the teachers and design various
socio-educational activities.

Notice: This is an Africa WG project. Please contact the SCI branch or partner
organisation in your country for further information.

Work: Prepare lessons in collaboration with a teacher and organise support
lessons Helping to correct students’ papers, Supervising students during various
assessments Promote extra-curricular club activities: drawing, drama, English,
German, reading
Requirements: - For primary school: specialized training is required. - For the
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college, a Bachelors Degree or equivalent training is required. - For high school, a
Masters Degree or equivalent training is required. - To support / guidance of the
blind, the volunteer should have working knowledge of Braille or have the desire
to work with the blind and learn Braille.
Food: Provided by ASTOVOT.
Accommodation: in hosting families
Pocket money: None
Insurance: Volunteer has to get his/her own insurance.
Fees: 290 EUR per month. Administrative costs, food and accommodation.
Visa: You need a visa to Togo. Information is available at the Togo embassy or
consulate in your country. It is possible to obtain a visa at the airport but we
recommend that you get in your country to avoid administrative complications.
Others: If possible, bring some manuals, gadgets or any educational material.
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